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We obtain compact formulae for tree super-amplitudes for 10 and 11-dimensional supergravity
and 10-dimensional supersymmetric Yang-Mills and Born-Infeld. These are based on the polarised
scattering equations. These incorporate polarization data into a spinor field on the Riemann sphere
and arise from a twistorial representation of ambitwistor strings in 10 and 11 dimensions. They natu-
rally extend amplitude formulae to manifest maximal supersymmetry. The framework is the natural
generalization of twistorial ambitwistor string formulae found previously in four and six dimensions
and is informally motivated from a vertex operator prescription for a family of supersymmetric
worldsheet ambitwistor string models.
I. INTRODUCTION
M-theory is approximated by 11d supergravity and is
often characterised as the theory that provides the nat-
ural geometric backgrounds for supersymmetric mem-
branes. One might therefore expect that supermem-
branes should be needed to construct amplitudes for 11d
supergravity [1] rather than superstrings, whose back-
grounds are naturally described by supergravity theories
in 10d. However, in this paper we propose formulae for
the massless tree-level S-matrix of 11d supergravity based
on string theories in ambitwistor space, the space of com-
plex null geodesics. We also explain the analogous frame-
work for 10d superamplitudes.
Ambitwistor strings [2–4] provide novel formulations
of massless quantum field theories that naturally gener-
alize the 4d twistor-strings [5–9]. They directly yield the
remarkable formulae of Cachazo, He and Yuan (CHY),
that express tree-level amplitudes as integrals over the
moduli space of marked Riemann spheres, that localize
on solutions to the scattering equations [10, 11]. How-
ever, the CHY formulae do not naturally manifest su-
persymmetry. Fermionic amplitudes are accessible from
the Ramond sector of the ambitwistor string [3] and the
pure spinor ambitwistor string [12, 13] manifests super-
symmetry, but it remains difficult to generate explicit
closed-form formulae beyond four points.
In 4D [14] and 6D [15], this was remedied by working
in a twistorial representation of the model. This nat-
urally manifests supersymmetry giving rise to compact
formulae for superamplitudes, manifesting supersymme-
try, now localizing on the polarized scattering equations
that extend the scattering equations by incorporating the
polarization data.
Here we give the natural extension of these ideas to 11
and 10 dimensions, and present the full, manifestly super-
symmetric S-matrix for 11d supergravity and a variety of
theories in 10d. The formulae are again localized on the
polarized scattering equations, which also play a crucial
role in defining the supersymmetry representation.
II. 11D SUPERGRAVITY
a. Little groups and tiny groups. In d-dimensions,
the little group is SO(d−2) ⊂ SO(d) inside the stabilizer
of a null momentum vector, kµ, µ = 0, . . . , d− 1. Polar-
ization states for massless particles are representations
of this little group. Let Γµ denote the Clifford matrices,
then the null condition gives (k ·Γ)2 = 0. It is a standard
result that the kernel of k · Γ is half the dimension of
the spin space and can be identified with the spin space
of the little group. These little group spinors give, for
example, the polarization states for the massless chiral
Dirac equation of momentum k.
In 11d, the spin space is 32 dimensional indexed by
a, b = 1, . . . 32, and spinor indices can be raised and
lowered with a skew form εab. The kernel of k · Γ,
the spin space for the little group, can be indexed by
α, β = 1 . . . 16 that can be raised and lowered with a
symmetric form δαβ . We introduce the basis κaα of the
kernel of k · Γ normalized by [16]
κaακ
α
b = Γ
µ
ab
kµ , Γ
ab
µ κaακbβ = −2kµδαβ. (1)
We take gluon polarization data to be null vectors eµ with
k · e = 0. With respect to such a choice, the tiny group
[17] is the (now complex) SO(d− 4) inside the stabilizer
of both kµ and eµ. In such a situation we will have a
common kernel to k · Γ and e · Γ as
{e · Γ, k · Γ} = k · e1I = 0. (2)
This joint kernel can be identified with the 8 dimensional
spin space of the tiny group, indexed by a = 1, . . . , 8, and
we represent its basis by ǫaa = κaαǫ
α
a . When e and k are
linearly independent, these satisfy the important (semi-)
purity relations
Γabµ ǫaaǫbb = 2kµǫ
α
a ǫαb = 0 . (3)
This follows from using (1) and its analogue for eµ to see
that Γabµ ǫaaǫbb is proportional to both kµ and eµ, and so
must vanish. We also impose the normalizations
ǫaaǫ
a
b = Γ
2µν
ab
eµkν , Γ
2 ab
µν ǫaaǫbb = −8δabe[µkν], (4)
where Γ2µν = Γ[µΓν] etc. as usual.
2b. The polarized scattering equations. We take grav-
ity polarization data to be metric perturbations of the
form δgµν = eµeνe
ik·x where eµ is null, or equivalently
ǫaa or ǫ
α
a satisfying (3) and (4).
The scattering equations associate n points σi on the
Riemann sphere to n null momenta kiµ ∈ Rd, i = 1, . . . n,
subject to momentum conservation
∑
i ki = 0. First in-
troduce the meromorphic, Mo¨bius-invariant one-form
Pµ(σ) =
∑
i
kiµ
σ − σi dσ . (5)
The scattering equations are n equations on the σi, en-
coding P 2 = 0 for all σ:
Res
σi
1
2
P 2(σ) = ki · P (σi) =
∑
j
ki · kj
σij
= 0 . (6)
Since P is null, we can hope to find λaα(σ), satisfying
analogues of (1),
λαaλ
α
b = Γ
µ
ab
Pµ , Γ
ab
µ λ
α
aλ
β
b
= −2Pµδαβ . (7)
Since k · P = 0, we can again apply the tiny group ar-
gument now to ki and P (σ) near σi, leading to a joint
8-dimensional kernel of k · Γ and P · Γ. This kernel is
spanned by a pair of 8 × 16 matrices (uaα, vaα) subject
to the polarized scattering equations
uiaαλ
α
a (σi) = viaακ
α
ia . (8)
The variables (uaα, vaα) are defined up to a GL(8)-
transformation of the a-indices, and satisfy
uaαubβδ
αβ = 0 , vaαvbβδ
αβ = 0 , (9)
so that these subspaces are (semi-)pure. We have the
freedom to further normalize against ǫαa by
ǫαav
α
b = δab . (10)
Equation (7) implies λαa is a worldsheet spinor. Moti-
vated by the ambitwistor-string model introduced later,
we make the Ansatz
λaα(σ) =
n∑
i=1
uiαaǫ
a
ia
σ − σi , (11)
where ǫaia is the polarization data for the ith particle.
It is a key fact that for each solution to the scatter-
ing equations ki · P (σi) = 0, there exists a unique λaα
satisfying (8) and (11), [18]. Briefly, this follows from a
degree count of the subbundle E ⊂ Sa where Sa is the
trivial bundle of spinors over CP1 and E the subbundle
that is annihilated by Pmγabm . For each index α, λ
a
α is
a section of E ⊗O(−1). It follows from the defining ex-
act sequences that E ⊗ O(n − 1), the bundle in which
λaα
∏n
i=1(σ − σi) takes its values, has degree 8n. How-
ever, the ansatz (11) imposes 8 conditions per marked
point thus reducing the degree to zero. Thus this 16 di-
mensional bundle is generically trivial with 16 sections.
These can then be normalized to satisfy (7).
c. Supersymmetry and the tiny group. The tiny
group was introduced in [17] to define supermomenta in
higher dimensions, and there is a natural choice for the
ambitwistor-string [19]. We use it here to introduce su-
permomenta in the context of our polarized scattering
equations (8) as follows. On a momentum eigenstate,
the supersymmetry generators satisfy {Qa, Qb} = Γµabkµ.
This allows us to define (little-group)Qα viaQa = κ
α
aQα,
satisfying {Qα, Qβ} = δαβ . The introduction of super-
momenta requires the choice of an anticommuting 8 di-
mensional subspace of the 16 Qα’s. For us, a natural
choice arises from the polarization data and solution to
the polarized scattering equations (ǫaiα, v
a
iα) as these sat-
isfy viαav
α
ib = 0 = ǫiαaǫ
α
ib, ǫiαav
α
ib = δab. We can therefore
define fermionic supermomenta qai by the relations
Qiα = viαaq
a
i + ǫ
a
iα
∂
∂qai
. (12)
The 11d supergravity massless multiplet consists of the
triplet (hµν , Cµνρ, ψ
b
µ), containing a metric, 3-form po-
tential and Rarita-Schwinger field. The full supermul-
tiplet is then generated from the pure graviton state
(eµeν , 0, 0) at q
a
i = 0. At O(q
a) we see the 8 compo-
nents of the Rarita-Schwinger field ψaµ = eµǫ
a
aq
a and at
O(qaqb) the 3-form Cµνρ = Γ
ab
µνρǫ
a
aǫ
b
b
qaqb and so-on (see
§III for full details of the 10d analogues).
We define the total supersymmetry generator for n par-
ticles by
Qa =
∑
i
καiaQiα =
∑
i
καia
(
viαaq
a
i + ǫ
a
iα
∂
∂qai
)
. (13)
A clear consistency requirement on M-theory super-
amplitudes is that they must be annihilated by Qa. We
will see that the total dependence of the M-theory super-
amplitude on the supermomenta in this representation
should take the form of an exponential factor eF , with
F =
n∑
i<j
qai uiaαu
α
jbq
b
j
σij
. (14)
We discuss the origin of this factor from a worldsheet
model in the next section. Supermomentum conservation
is then easily verified,
Qae
F =
∑
i
καiaviαaq
a
i −
∑
j
λaα(σj)u
α
jbq
b
j
 eF = 0 ,
with the second equality following from the polarized
scattering equations (8). This guarantees invariance un-
der supersymmetry provided the q-dependence is en-
coded in the exponential eF .
d. 11d SUGRA amplitudes. Our amplitude formu-
lae take the form
Mn =
∫
M0,n
dµCHY In , (15)
3where the CHY measure on the moduli space M0,n of n
points σi on CP
1 is given by
dµCHY :=
∏n
i=1 δ¯(ki · P (σi))dσi
vol(SL(2)× SL(2)) , (16)
with the Mo¨bius transformation quotient defined via the
usual Faddeev-Popov methods. For 11d supergravity our
formula arises simply from
In = det ′M eF , (17)
where M =
(
A C
−Ct B
)
is the 2n× 2n CHY matrix con-
structed from our polarization data,
Aij =
ki · kj
σij
, Bij =
ei · ej
σij
, Cij =
{
ei·kj
σij
, i 6= j
−ei · P (σi), i = j ,
(18)
with σij = σi − σj . The reduced determinant is defined
as det ′M = detM[ij]/σ
2
ij , where M[ij] is M with rows
and columns i, j removed.
For qia = 0, it is clear that our formula reduces to
the standard CHY formula for gravity amplitudes. Thus
our work provides a natural supersymmetric extension to
provide the full 11d supergravity multiplet.
e. Worldsheet model and vertex operators. To moti-
vate the polarized scattering quations and supersymme-
try factors, we introduce here a twistorial ambitwistor
string model. A full quantum description of the model is
beyond the scope of this letter.
Let us work in an 11d superspace with coordinates
(xµ, θa). The Green-Schwartz ambitwistor-string for su-
pergravity [2] has the worldsheet action
S =
∫
Σ
Pµ(∂¯X
µ − iθa∂¯θbΓµ
ab
) +
e
2
P 2 , (19)
Following [19], we solve the P 2 = 0 constraint by
2Pµδ
αβ = λαaλ
β
b
Γabµ . We introduce twistors Z
A =
(λa, µ
b, η), A = 1, . . . , 64|0 as a supersymmetric exten-
sion of spinors for the conformal group SO(13) [20], with
a skew inner product
εABZ
A
1Z
B
2 = λ1aµ
a
2 − µa1λ2a + η1η2 , (20)
that can be used to raise and lower indices. The spino-
rial representation of the ambitwistor string is then for-
mulated using 16 such twistors ZAα, related to space-time
via the incidence relations
(µaα, ηα) =
(
1
32
λαb
(
XµΓabµ − 16iθaθb
)
, λαaθ
a
)
.
Using 32Pµ = λ
α
aλbαΓ
ab
µ , the Green Schwarz action
transforms in twistor coordinates to
S =
∫
Σ
ZAα∂¯Z
α
A
+AαβM Γ
M
AB
ZAαZ
B
β (21)
Here the ZAα are worldsheet spinors, A
αβ
M are (0, 1)-form
gauge fields on the worldsheet, and ΓM
AB
are the SO(13)
gamma matrices. The AαβM are Lagrange multipliers for
the 13d semi-purity constraints ΓM
AB
ZAαZ
B
β = 0 that follow
from the existence of (xµ, θa, Pµ) such that the incidence
relations (21) hold [18].
The vertex operators for this model need to reduce to
δ(k·P ) eik·x in the bosonic case. Including supermomenta
qa, we propose
V =
∫
δ(k · P )w exp(µaαǫaauαa + ηαuαaqa) . (22)
Here w is an additional worldsheet operator depend-
ing on the polarization data whose correlators provide
the determinant det ′M as in [2, 4]. This reduces cor-
rectly to the bosonic case: using the unique solution
(u, v) to the polarized scattering equations and the in-
cidence relations, the argument of the exponential be-
comes k ·x+θaθbǫaavβaκβb +θaκαa vαaqa as appropriate for
a supermomentum eigenstate.
Consider now a path-integral with n vertex operators.
The exponentials in the vertex operators can then be
taken into the action, providing sources (ǫaiau
α
ia, u
α
iaq
a
i ) in
the equations of motion for (λαa , η
α)
∂¯(λαa , 2η
α) =
∑
i
(ǫaiau
α
ia, u
α
iaq
a
i )δ¯(σ − σi) , (23)
The path integral then localizes onto the classical solu-
tion (
λαa (σ), η
α(σ)
)
=
∑
i
(
ǫaiau
α
ia
σ − σi ,
uαiaq
a
i
2(σ − σi)
)
, (24)
yielding (11) as promised. Furthermore, localising on
these classical solution with µaα = 0 leads to the expo-
nential factor in the fermions
exp
(∑
i
ηα(σi)u
α
iaq
a
i
)
= exp
∑
i<j
uαiaujbα q
a
i q
b
j
σij
 ,
giving the exponential supermomentum factor eF intro-
duced earlier.
III. 10D SUPERAMPLITUDES
Much of the analysis in 11d extends straightforwardly
to 10d, both by analogy and dimensional reduction.
We redefine the space-time and little-group indices to
µ = 1, . . . 10 and m = 1, . . . , 8, but maintain our spinor
conventions. Note that there is no metric on the 10d spin
space α, β = 1, . . . , 16. The little group is now SO(8)
with two types of chiral spinor indices a = 1, . . . , 8 and
a˙ = 1˙, . . . , 8˙. The Clifford matrices Γ decompose into
chiral Pauli matrices γµαβ , γ
αβ
µ .
4a. Little and tiny groups in 10d. Denote the basis
of the kernel of k · γαβ by καa , normalized by
κaακ
a
β = γ
µ
αβkµ , γ
αβ
µ κ
a
ακ
b
β = −2kµδab , (25)
with similar dotted versions for καa˙ . For null polarization
vectors eµ, the joint kernel of k · γ and e · γ is now 4-
dimensional in each chiral spin space,
ǫAα = κ
a
αǫ
A
a , ǫ
α
A = κ
a˙αǫa˙A , A = 1, . . . 4 (26)
where A is a spinor index for the SO(6) tiny group. As
in 11d, we impose the normalizations
ǫAα ǫ
β
A = (γ
µν)βα eµkν , ǫ
A
αǫ
β
A (γµν)
α
β = −8 δBA e[µkν] .
(27)
We now have full purity conditions
ǫAa ǫ
aB = 0, ǫa˙Aǫa˙B = 0, (28)
following as before because γαβµ ǫ
A
α ǫ
B
β is proportional to
both kµ and eµ and so must vanish.
b. The polarized scattering equations. On the scat-
tering equations, we decompose P (σ) again into spinors
λaα via
λaαλ
a
β = γ
µ
αβPµ , γ
αβ
µ λ
a
αλ
b
β = −2Pµδab , (29)
together with a similarly normalized λαa˙ . Since this is
again a worlsheet spinor, we take
λaα(σ) =
n∑
i=1
uiaAǫ
A
iα
σ − σi . (30)
where ǫAiα is the polarization data for the ith particle. As
before, the scattering equations k ·P = 0 ensure that k ·γ
and P ·γ share a 4-dimensional kernel, parametrized by a
pair of 4×8 matrices (uaA, vaA). These are again subject
to the polarized scattering equations,
uiaAλ
a
α(σi) = viaAκ
a
iα , (31)
and similarly ua˙Ai λ
α
a˙ (σi) = v
a˙A
i κ
α
ia˙ for the opposite chi-
rality. The purity conditions
uaAubBδ
ab = 0 , vaAvbBδ
ab = 0 , (32)
ensure that these subspaces are totally null. Moreover,
they are dual to the 4-space defined by the polariza-
tion data due to the normalization vaAǫ
B
a = δ
B
A , giving
a unique tiny group for each particle. As in 11d, there
exists a unique solution (uaA, vaA) for each solution {σi}
to the scattering equations.
c. Supermomenta for Yang-Mills theory. For super
Yang-Mills theory, the supersymmetry generatorsQα act
on the supermultiplet by
Qβ(eµ, ξ
α) =
(
1
2
γαβµξ
α, γµναβ e[µkν]
)
. (33)
These reduce to the little group data (em, ξ
a˙= καa˙ ξ
a˙) by
Qα= κ
a
αQa where {Qa, Qb} = δab acting by
Qa(em, ξ
a˙) =
(
−1
2
γmaa˙ξ
a˙, γma˙a em
)
, (34)
where γmaa˙ are 8d gamma matrices that relate the po-
larization data em to ǫ
A
a , ǫ
a˙
A by
emγ
m
aa˙ = ǫaAǫ
A
a˙ , γmaa˙ǫ
a
Aǫ
a˙B = −2emδBA , (35)
and similarly for vm, v
a
A and v
A
a˙ . The v
a
A and ǫ
a˙
A further
determine 6d γ-matrices by
γ
(6)
mAB := γmaa˙ǫ
a˙
[Av
a
B] =
1
2
εABCDγmaa˙v
a˙CǫaD. (36)
We use the polarization data and the solutions to the
scattering equations to parametrize the super Yang-Mills
multiplet,
(em, ξ
a˙) = (q4vm + 2γ
6
mABq
AqB + em, ǫ
a˙
Aq
A + va˙Aq3A) .
(37)
Here, qA are fermionic supermomenta, with q4 =
1
4!εABCDq
A . . . qD and q3A =
1
3!εABCDq
BqCqD. On these
representatives, the supersymmetry generators take the
now-familiar form
Qia = viaAq
A
i + ǫ
A
ia
∂
∂qAi
. (38)
The full supermultiplet (e[µkν], ξ
α) is then given by(
γαµνβ(καAκ
βAq4 + 2καAǫ
β
Bq
AqB + ǫAαǫ
β
A), ǫ
α
Aq
A+καAq3A
)
,
(39)
where (καA, κ
αA) = (vaAκaα, v
a˙Aκαa˙ ), with supersymme-
try generators
Qiα = κiαAq
A
i + ǫ
A
iα
∂
∂qAi
. (40)
For n superparticles, the total supersymmetry generator
is again given by Qα =
∑
iQiα. Motivated by the am-
bitwistor string model, we define ηa(σ) in analogy to (24).
Super Yang-Mills amplitudes then only depend on the su-
permomenta qA via an exponential factor eF1 , where
F1 :=
n∑
i=1
ηa(σi)u
a
iAq
A
i =
∑
i<j
uaiAujBa q
A
i q
B
j
σij
. (41)
In 10 dimensions, we can extend the supersymmetry to
N = 2 with an SO(2) R-symmetry, indexed by I = 1, 2
with a symmetric metric δIJ . This doubles the number
of supermomenta to qAiI , and superamplitudes now carry
factors of eF2 with
F2 :=
n∑
i=1
ηIa(σi)u
a
iAq
A
iI =
∑
i<j
uaiAq
A
iIujBaq
BI
j
σij
. (42)
5Alternatively, we can extend the supersymmetry in a par-
ity invariant way by introducing supersymmetry gener-
ators Qα of the opposite chirality, leading to supermo-
menta qiA in the conjugate representation of the tiny
group. This leads to exponential supersymmetry factors
exp F˜1, now built out of conjugate u˜
A
ia˙s and q˜iAs.
The supersymmetry factors eF1 , eF˜1 and eF2 are su-
persymmetric under Qα by an identical calculation to
the 11d case. Thus, any formula will be supersymmetric
if there is no q-dependence in the rest of the integrand.
d. 10d formulae. We can now introduce 10d formu-
lae that are supersymmetric extensions of the CHY for-
mulae of [10, 11]. In these, gravity amplitudes arise as
a double copy of Yang-Mills amplitudes. Thus our inte-
grands In in (15) are constructed from reduced Pfaffians
or determinants of the CHY matrix M in (18) or of the
submatrix A, as well as the supersymmetric factors eF ,
Super Yang-Mills: PT(α) Pf ′M eF1
Born-Infeld: det ′A Pf ′M eF1
IIASupergravity: det ′M eF1+F˜1
IIB Supergravity: det ′M eF2
Heterotic Supergravity: det ′M eF1 .
We can also define the Einstein-Yang-Mills superampli-
tudes of heterotic supergravity by using the correspond-
ing Einstein-Yang-Mills integrands of [11]. All formulae
are manifestly supersymmetric, and reduce to the correct
bosonic amplitudes.
e. Factorization. For CHY-like amplitudes, the
scattering equations relate factorization – a crucial check
on any amplitude representation – to behaviour at the
boundary of the moduli space M̂0,n of n-points on the
Riemann sphere up to Mobius transformations [21]:
∂M̂0,n ≃ M̂0,nL+1 × M̂0,nR+1 . (43)
Parametrizing the moduli space around this boundary
divisor by
(x− xL)(σ − σR) = ε , with x ∈ ΣL, σ ∈ ΣR , (44)
and ε≪ 1, the polarized scattering equations allow us to
introduce spinor data at the junction points uRaAǫ
A
Rα =∑
i∈L uiaAǫ
A
iα, such that λ(σ)
√
dσ descends to the com-
ponent spheres ΣL,R. Moreover, since λ(σ)
√
dσ is in-
variant under the inversion (44), ui behave as world-
sheet spinors of the local bundles at the marked points,
uiaA = iε
1/2x−1iL wiaA. Putting this together, the super-
symmetry factors eF factorize as
eFN =
∫
d4NqLd
4NqR e
F
(L)
N
+F
(R)
N G(qL, qR) , (45)
where the exponential ‘gluing factor’ G is given by
G(qL, qR) = det
N
(
ǫLǫR
)
e−i(ǫLǫR)
−1
AB q
A
L q
B
R , (46)
with (ǫLǫR)
AB = ǫaAL ǫ
B
Ra . This is the correct factorization
behaviour for the exponential supersymmetry represen-
tation: the exponential in G is dictated by supersymme-
try invariance, and the norm ensures agreement with the
bosonic sum over states. We have thus verified that all
supersymmetric amplitudes factorize correctly.
f. Reduction to 4d. In the following, we check that
our formulae reduce to the correct 4d amplitudes, mak-
ing contact with the ambitwistor representations [14],
which are closely related to the twistor string amplitudes
[5–7, 22]. To implement the reduction, denote the 2-
component spinor indices by A and A˙, and replace the six-
dimensional SU(4) spinor indices A,B by I, J = 1, . . . , 4,
which will now play the role of SU(4) R-symmetry in-
dices. In this notation, 10d spinors decompose in (4+6)d
to
λα =
(
λAI , λ˜
I
A˙
)
. (47)
The gamma matrices and vectors decompose as
γαβµ λαλβ = (λAI λ˜
I
A˙
, λA[Iλ
A
J] +
1
2
εIJKLλ˜
K
A˙
λ˜A˙L) . (48)
For null 4d momenta such as kµ = (κAκ˜A˙, 0), we can
perform a global little group normalization ξa = (ξI , ξ
I)
so that 4-momenta κAκ˜A˙ and λAλ˜A˙ give rise to
κaα =
(
0 κ˜A˙ δ
I
J
κA δ
J
I 0
)
, λaα(σ) =
(
0 λ˜A˙(σ) δ
I
J
λA(σ) δ
J
I 0
)
.
(49)
Using + and − to denote self-dual and anti-self-dual par-
ticles respectively, we find that for + the tiny group index
can be normalized to be an upper SU(4) index and for
− a lower one,
ǫJia =
(
ǫδJI , 0
)
, i ∈ + , ǫ˜iaJ =
(
0, ǫ˜ δIJ
)
, i ∈ − . (50)
These identifications lead to
uaiK = ui(0, δ
J
K) , i ∈ + , uaKi = u˜i(δKJ , 0) , i ∈ −
(51)
with identical expressions for v in place of u. The normal-
ization conditions give vi = 1/ǫi for i ∈ + and v˜i = 1/ǫ˜i
for i ∈ −. With this, (30) reduces to (49) with λA and
λ˜A˙ given by
λA(σ) =
∑
i∈−
uiǫiA
σ − σi , λ˜A˙(σ) =
∑
p∈+
u˜pǫ˜pA˙
σ − σp . (52)
and the polarized scattering equations (31) reduce to(
u˜iλA(σi), uiλ˜A˙(σi)
)
=
(
κiA
ε˜i
,
κ˜iA˙
εi
)
, (53)
subject to (up, vp) = 0 for p ∈ + and (u˜i, v˜i) = 0 for i ∈
−. These are the familiar 4d refined scattering equations
of [14] for the Nk−2MHV sector, where k denotes the
number of negative helicity particles. They have
〈
n−3
k−2
〉
solutions, where
〈
P
Q
〉
denotes the (P,Q) Eulerian number.
Summing over all sectors, (51) incorporates all (n − 3)!
solutions of the polarised scattering equations.
6On the NkMHV sector given by (51), the 10d super-
symmetry generators reduce to the familiar 4d generators
Qα = (QAI , Q˜
I
A˙
), with
(QAI , Q˜
I
A˙
) =
{(
ǫiA
∂
∂qIi
,
κ˜
iA˙
ǫi
qIi
)
i ∈ −(κ
iA˙
ǫ˜i
qiI , ǫ˜iA˙
∂
∂qiI
)
i ∈ + . (54)
Thus the supermomenta are chiral on the self-dual parti-
cles and antichiral on the anti-self-dual particles. In this
MHV sector we have
ηa(σ) =
1
2
(∑
p∈+
u˜pqpJ
σ − σp ,
∑
i
uiq
J
i
σ − σi
)
. (55)
The supersymmetry factors become exp F
(4d)
4 for N = 4
super Yang-Mills and exp F
(4d)
8 for N = 8 supergravity,
with J = 1, . . . ,N and
F
(4d)
N =
∑
i∈−
p∈+
uiu˜p q
J
i qpJ
σip
. (56)
This is a standard representation for supersymmetry in
four dimensions, known as the link representation [23].
The integrands can be identified with the 4d integrands
of [14] after dimensional reduction [24], with the CHY
Pfaffian playing a double role: as the reduced determi-
nant required for the gravity amplitude, as well as the
Jacobian from integrating out the ui’s. Thus our formu-
lae reduce correctly to the known 4d formulae.
IV. DISCUSSION
Reductions to other theories in d < 10, for example
to the recent 6d superamplitudes of [15, 25–27], can be
obtained [18]. Other directions include making contact
with the semi-pure spinors of [1], the pure spinor frame-
work in 10d and to extend the formulae to include brane
degrees of freedom [19].
In the 11d and 10d ambitwistor string models, it re-
mains a key issue to conduct a full study of the BRST
structure of the constraints and associated anomalies.
This is of special interest in 10d, where the corresponding
RNS model for supergravity is critical. In the spinorial
model, we expect that criticality requires a spinorial ver-
sion of the integrand, similar to the reduced determinant
of a matrix Hij forming the integrand in 4d and 6d [15].
We can indeed define an analogue of Hij in d = 10, 11,
where each entry is now a matrix, Habij = ǫ
a
iaǫ
ab
j , with the
integrand a reduced quasi-determinant, [18].
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